
   
 

 
 

Testimony to the Joint Standing Committee on 
Innovation, Development, Economic Development & Business 

 
By Yellow Light Breen on behalf of the Maine Economic Growth Council & Maine Development Foundation 

 
Neither for Nor Against 

LD 1476, Resolve: Directing the Maine Economic Growth Council to Create and Share Measures of 
Progress 

 

Senator Curry, Rep. Roberts, and Honorable Members of the IDEAB Committee: 

On behalf of the Maine Economic Growth Council (MEGC) and Maine Development Foundation (MDF), I 
offer testimony Neither for Nor Against LD 1476.  As you know, by statute MDF provides the staff support for 
the MEGC. 

MEGC and MDF are strongly in favor of the concepts advanced in the resolve.  However, given that there are 
several contingencies and refinements to the current language that we deem important to address we opted to 
style our testimony as NFNA. 

The Maine Economic Growth Council takes a nonpartisan, data-driven approach to presenting an unbiased 
picture of Maine’s economy and well-being. Measures of Growth is designed to be a resource for policy and 
decision makers at all levels, helping them to focus their efforts and understand the connections between the 
major issues affecting the state. Since 1993, the Council has served as an unbiased analyst and advisor on 
Maine’s economic health and trends; and is administered by the Maine Development Foundation (MDF).  
Council members are jointly appointed by the Governor, Senate President, and Speaker of the House, and 
represent a broad and diverse cross-section of Maine’s key constituencies.   

There seem to be several key objectives in the Resolve, and we support them all wholeheartedly: (1) elevate 
the awareness, accessibility, and user experience (visualization and utility) of existing Measures of Growth and 
any additional dashboard measures of progress; (2) develop comprehensive progress reporting on the state’s 
long-term ten-year economic development strategy (“10YEDS”); (3) utilize any set of progress metrics more 
substantially and frequently in guiding policymaking. 

Maine needs a non-partisan long-range vision, plan, and persistence over time more than anything else to 
sustainably grow our economy.   

Overall, we believe the approach in the Resolve, to be viable and optimal, needs to (a) address the 
accountabilities and collaborative potential more clearly between MEGC, DECD and other agencies; (b) avoid 
excessive detail where it may prove impracticable; (c) spark discussion about realistic funding and resourcing. 

Regarding the first objective, MEGC/MDF would very much like to reposition the Measures of Growth in a 
more accessible, digital, and user-friendly platform.  In some ways, the executive summary seeks to play the 
role of a dashboard albeit a too static one (see attached). If resourced adequately we would look forward to 
taking this on as noted below.  In terms of a broader dashboard and its alignment to the long-term economic 



   
 

 
development, this should be more a shared and collaborative responsibility between the listed agencies (and 
others). If desired, MEGC can provide some strategic guidance and “peer review” aspect – but the 
accountability and collaboration need equal ownership by many others not just MEGC. 

a. Accountability & Collaboration: The Resolve implicitly recognizes there are a number of collaborative 
opportunities to leverage and align existing data insights: there is already a monthly economic indicator report 
by the State Economist; a great dashboard of labor and employment data by MDOL/CWRI; and periodic 
robust data gathered by the Consensus Economic Forecasting Commission to name just a few.  But lead 
agencies whether it be MTI, ConnectME, or the Energy Office are always seeking and refining actionable data 
to get a clear(er) handle on their issue areas and their program impacts.  MEGC can help provide a cross-sector 
“user” perspective on what matters and how to collate and simplify insights – but subject matter expertise and 
critical accountability can and must rest with the family of implementation agencies who work with data every 
day.  Collectively DECD and the agency family also have exponentially more hard and soft resources than 
MEGC so the best chance of appropriate commitment and resourcing will be if the final language can be 
strongly embraced by agency collaborators.  

b. Details such as Scope & Frequency:  The scope of potential progress metrics needs to match the priority 
initiatives pursued under the long-range plan – and thus are likely to be numerous, sometimes tactical, and 
somewhat dynamic.  It is important to be realistic about what the MEGC could feasibly do with any likely 
resources – and that MEGC’s focus has been on long-term and relatively few metrics in order to focus 
attention and policy discussion.  Many datasets – especially those that are comparative (e.g., to other states and 
the nation); reliable (lower margins of error or scope of later revisions); and longitudinal (available over time 
not just sporadically) are simply not available quarterly or twice a year – and available annually only with a 
lag.  The accessibility of a dynamic online dashboard will not change some of those timing constraints. 

c. Funding: The types of optimal datasets contemplated in the Resolve – including any primary survey 
research – can be expensive.  The MEGC/MDF have aspired to migrate our current products to a much more 
digital, accessible, user-interactive format – and we estimate that can be done for approximately $30,000 or 
roughly the amount pending as the increased funding recommendation from IDEAB to the AFA.  New or 
custom data sets could cost multiples of that amount depending on scope.  MDF’s ability to generate outside 
resources for that activity is minimal at best – but a lot of it may align to existing data agendas of 
implementing agencies. We would have to defer to the DECD on the cost implications of refining and 
packaging the data sources that the Administration oversees and produces. 

Regarding the second objective, MEGC has already taken significant steps in 2020 to align content and 
presentation of the MOG to connect to the 10YEDS – but it is critical to recognize that in our view the DECD 
maintains the primary accountability for the state’s economic development plan (see Title 5, sec. 13053); that a 
comprehensive portrait of progress would require a panoply of leading and summative indicators; qualitative 
and quantitative assessments; assessment of inputs/actions [the model of change being pursued] as well as 
outcomes; and lots of collation from a number of state and non-state actors and data stewards.  A lot of that 
complementary data is currently more amenable to the insight, influence, or capacity of DECD and other lead 
agencies to assess better than MEGC/MDF can. We think the bill should be clearer about that primary 
accountability, even if still leaning on the non-partisan progress reporting and dashboarding from the MEGC 
as one key component of the overall assessment of long-term plan progress. 



   
 

 
Regarding the third objective, we look forward to working with the Legislature on crafting more recurring 
and frequent touch points around the data and insights that can shape policymaking.  An increase in formal 
discrete reporting may have staffing and other cost implications; but organic updates and sharing of actionable 
policy insights by MEGC/MDF, by other state agency data stewards, and by the key resources at Maine’s 
public and private research institutions may be more a matter of commitment, will, and practicality of the 
legislative calendar than of new reports or resourcing. 

We look forward to working with the Committee on refining an approach that balances the independence and 
long-term focus of the Growth Council with the expertise and accountability residing in implementing 
agencies; and ties aspirations to potential resources. 

Cordially submitted, 
Yellow Light Breen, President & CEO 
Maine Development Foundation 
2 Beech Street, Suite 203 
Hallowell, ME 04347 
 yellow@mdf.org 
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from 2017, and equal to the U.S. average.
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